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NIENKAMPER WON FOUR AWARDS!

The award winning GATEWAY™ Collection is expanding with 
the introduction of battery operated GATEWAY™ Height 
Adjustable Tables. Designed to work with other Gateway™ 
designs, the new series can seamlessly change your working 
position from sitting to standing at the push of a button.  
 
Gateway™ Height Adjustable tables can easily be adapted 
for open plan working environments, touchdown spaces, 
meeting tables and break out areas alike. Gateway™ includes 
multiple table options that also integrates flexible power, 
data and video connectivity. Table tops are available in wood 
veneer or laminate with optional ecoustic privacy panels. 
Re-chargeable Battery discreetly mounted to the underside 
of the table makes re-configuration simple with no cords to 
manage. Available on glides or low profile locking casters. 
Optional upholstered privacy panels allows privacy in open 
environment.

Gateway™ Height Adjustable Table  design: busk + hertzog
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Designed by Nienkämper, Gazebo Meeting Pod creates a finely crafted indoor oasis with an emphasis on comfort 
and productivity, suitable for a variety of applications within office environments. The innovative structure provides a 
relaxed and technology-enabled setting for casual or more formal meetings, and improves indoor air quality with the 
incorporation of biophilic elements. 

Constructed of extruded aluminum, Gazebo Meeting Pod has been engineered for quick installation with extrusions 
that allow the structure to be built in less than four hours by two people. The interior acoustic wall panels, 100% 
reindeer moss and wood ceiling help absorb sound and reduce noise levels, while the well-proportioned structure 
provides privacy, perfect for today’s open office environments.
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Gazebo Meeting Pod  design: Nienkamper
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Vox® FlipTop™  height-adjustable tables enable you to choose 
the most comfortable way to work. You can vary your position 
from sitting to standing allowing for a variety of postures 
throughout the day. The electric mechanism allows you to 
quickly and quietly adjust the height of the table from 28“ to 
40“ while the two base columns stay perfectly in sync as they 
move up and down. 

Minimalism and elegance characterize the YP 
Coffee Table. A crisp architectural black-powder 
coated steel base supports a ¾” glass top with a 
beveled edge that rests within the table’s beveled 
frame. This sculptural single-form frame pushes 
the boundaries of furniture design. The table has a 
bold  aesthetic with slender proportions and a visual 
lightness, allowing for modern design in both large 
and small spaces.

Perplex bench’s form is clear and visually soft intended to contrast the nature of the industrial concrete material. The 
gentle slope on the top surface adds a sculptural element as well as serves the function of preventing water from 
pooling if used in an outdoor setting. The lift at either end punctuates the form and serves to create a visual lightness.

Comprised of metal components uniquely used in the automotive industry and an ultra-high performance concrete 
allows very long spans. Available in 10ft and 14ft lengths. 

2018

YP Coffee Table  design: Yabu Pushelburg

Vox FlipTopTM Height Adjustable Table  design: Nienkamper

Perplex Bench  design: Fig40

Metropolis Likes
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Kush welcomes you with an 
abundance of character and 
comfort while maintaining an 
elegant and shapely silhouette. 
The soft volumes reach out 
to embrace the slim metal 
base, creating an interesting 
intersection between the base 
and its cushions. 

Caravite Bench and Stool suitable for many 
applications. The distinctive contoured seat 
on both stool and bench adds comfort.  
Pleasing top stitch detail can blend or add 
contrast to the seat upholstery. Light and 
modern for any environment.

Trench Collection is the first 
collaboration between Favaretto 
& Partners Design Studio and 
Nienkamper. The exclusive collection 
is inspired by the time-honored 
craftsmanship and material selection 
that characterize the world of luxury 
cars. Following vintage style and but 
always looking to the future for modern 
lines, Trench pays homage to the 
exacting design and meticulous detail 
of the same opulent textures, forms and 
finishes of classic luxury cars of the 70’s.

The Vox® Solid wood table was manufactured from a fallen California Redwood tree. When the slabs were cut to 
make the table; a small animal had made a nest in the center of the tree making the center portion unusable. We 
decided to remove the center portion which left the perfect channel for connectivity devises. The slab legs were 
hollowed allowing wires to travel to the floor without being seen. Levellers on the bottom of the legs allow table height 
adjustment and room for the wires to reach power sources. The solid wood top is supported by a very sophisticated 
engineered slim steel rail system embedded in the underside of the top. The rails prevent warping which is natural to 
a solid top over time.

NEOCON
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Kush  design: MSDS StudioCaravite Bench and Stool  design: busk + hertzog Trench  design: Favaretto & Partners

Vox® Solid Wood Top Table   design: Nienkamper
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J & J Studio Sofa’s curved steel frame shapes 
beautifully in a drawing, but the manufacturing 
process to create the shape would be a 
challenge to any metal fabricator. However, 
employing the cutting edge manufacturing 
techniques Nienkämper has fabulously created 
the shape.
 
The J & J Studio Sofa is a perfect balance 
between comfort and style. The sofa cushions 
are a combination of cut foam with and 
overlay of Dacron pillow. This provides a 
soft comfortable sit of a pillow with the 
architectural precision of molded foam.The 
upholstered elements are raised off the floor 
to allow for easy cleaning around and under 
the sofa.
 
The J & J Studio Sofa is available as a large 
chair, a 2 seat sofa, and a 3 seat sofa and 
all sizes are available in either low- or high-
backed versions. The exposed frame available 
in a polished or brushed chrome, raw steel 
and can also be specified in a powder coat 
finish. The sofa back and cushions can be 
specified in leather or fabric, while the back 
of the sofa and cushions are available in a 
variety of different fabrics. This variety of 
configurations – both structural and material – 
allow for a variety of possible combinations.

The series works well as lounge chair, loveseat, 
and sofa. The metal component offers specifiers an 

opportunity for customization through colour. 

The series works well as lounge chair, loveseat, 
and sofa. The metal component offers specifiers an 

opportunity for customization through colour. 

The raised border supports an optional high-
back component. This configuration is rich in 
detail and form which helps it to avoid one of 
the aesthetic pitfalls of high-back sofas - the 

unbroken expanse of fabric.

The Frame sofa features a sculptural upholstered component 
supported elegantly by an external frame. The raised wraparound 
“wing” provides the sense of envelopment as a club chair but with a 

lighter, slightly ‘deconstructed’ feel.
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J + J Studio Sofa  design: MSDS Studio
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Celebrating our 50th anniversary, 
Nienkamper recreates the Expo 
‘67 chair designed by Chris 
Sorensen. Outside back is natural 
beech; inside back and seat is 
upholstered. 

The Vox® Mega Flip table is easy to move and reconfigure. The tables are ganged together to create an almost 
seamless conference table. To reconfigure the tables unlatch the table ganging brackets. The ganging brackets are 
always attached to the table and do not require tools to remove. To fold the table, pull the handles on the underside of 
the table top towards you; releases two latches that secure the top in place. The table comes equipped with a simple 
forum with your choice of power and av options. The front panel on the bases easily removes to unplug the table from 
the floor monument. When in use the base sits flush. The base has 4 swivel casters which are lowered and raised by 
the push of a button on the side of the base. The 60” x 60” Vox® Mega Flip table has a width of only 27” when folded 
and will fit though door ways. Available in sizes are 60”d x 60”w x 29”h, 54”d x 54”w x 29”h and all standard woods 
and plastic laminates.

Nordic chair with natural wood 
legs. Suitable for libraries or 
collaborating areas and meetings. 

Very economically priced chair. Black mesh 
back and upholstered seat. The chair is 
available with and without a headrest. 
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Sorensen  design: Chris Sorensen Senator Mesh Back  design: Nienkamper Nordic  design: Nienkamper

black mesh

upholstered 
in any cover

black or polished 
aluminum base

Vox® Mega Flip Table  design: Nienkamper

NEW PRODUCTS
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GatewayTM casegood series available in standard veneers and plastic laminate or combination of both. Optional open 
shelves, tack panels and cushions. Compliments GatewayTM Height Adjustable Tables. 

GatewayTM Adjustable Height Table  design: busk + hertzog
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